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Environmental
Stability Makes PP
Honeycomb the
Choice … Even at
High Speeds
Douglas Marine Corporation

Douglas, Michigan
www.skaterpowerboats.com

No catamaran builder has won more
world and national championships in
offshore racing or set more kilo speed
records than Douglas Marine. Legendary
craftsman Peter Hledin builds some of the
worlds fastest catamaran boats available
today and recently set the record as the
world’s fastest powerboat with a Skater
36’ boat that topped 180 mph. The family
of world-class Skater Power Boats
includes 10 models from 28 to 50 ft. All
are built for speed, whether they are for
the recreational/pleasure racer or the
serious professional. Douglas Marine was
the first to perfect the use of vacuumbagging technology, using carbon fiber
and kevlar laminates along with Plascore

PP Honeycomb to build many of its floors,
partitions, hatches and related components
in these high performance boats.
Peter Hledin comments, “We’ve been
using the Plascore honeycomb core for
four or five years now, in our pleasure
boats and our performance models. It’s a
very user friendly product. We switched
from balsa core and foam, which are
good, but we were looking for a product
that was water resistant. This core
material is proving to be a reliable and
durable product especially in extreme
environmental conditions. You can
expose the Plascore honeycomb core to
freshwater, saltwater, humidity, whatever;
it stays the same. We use it in structural
and non-structural parts … panels,
bulkheads, hatches, trailer parts, decks …
even our seats. It’s very versatile, easy to
cut and shape, you name it.”

“ You can expose the Plascore
honeycomb to freshwater, saltwater,
humidity, whatever; it stays the same.”
Peter Hledin, Owner
Douglas Marine Corporation, Douglas, Michigan

Always looking for additional opportunities,
Douglas Marine also uses the core with
less costly E-glass construction to line
the bottoms of hydraulic tilt trailers. The
product, being inert and impervious to salt
water, has replaced the old steal tread and
aluminum diamond plate previously used.
Once again Plascore PP Honeycomb
proves its versatility with cost savings and
features for the builder and customer.
For more information visit Douglas
Marine and Skater Power Boats at
www.skaterpowerboats.com.

Advantages
• Cost effective
• Impact and energy
absorbing
• Easy to use
• Moisture and corrosion
resistance
• Sound dampening
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